Jail (40.51%)
Support Services (13.97%)

Funds were increased by 1.6% for a general increase, and 1% for merit increases.

Snow the next day!

Animals, and no doubt helped save thousands of lives. We were all glad to see the arrival of 2022.

Our operations and staffing were impacted. The fire impacted our operations and staffing for months.

Our deputies, animal control officers, and volunteers worked tirelessly to assist those in need.

Recruiting is better, attitudes seem to be coming around across the country about policing.

We are now seeing the impact of police reform legislation, increases in crime, etc. You name it, the climate is changing.

Victim Assistance

Our victim service programs have experienced an increase in demand.

Births during COVID, snowstorms in 2021 found us continuing to deal with the issues involving the COVID pandemic.

We struggled to keep our operations running smoothly, particularly at the jail.

Medical expenses at the jail were managed by limiting admissions, holding inmates longer, and limiting non-essential medical procedures.

Emergency restrictions on who could be brought to the jail were necessary in order to manage the pandemic.

There were many challenges, such as the increase in inmate population, limited staffing, and limited resources.

Non-emergency calls, medical expenses, and suicide watch were the largest categories of costs.
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Despite all the challenges, we continued delivering efficient and effective public safety services.

We value the communities we serve. We believe in working with them to solve problems.

Compensation for superior professional performance focused on courtesy, respect and dignity.

We had record resignations and early retirements in 2020 and 2021 due to the pandemic.

COVID, racial tension across the country, anti-police rhetoric, police reform legislation, increases in crime, etc.
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